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Q1 How old are you or your children? (If you are a young person, please
choose your age group.) You can tick all boxes that apply.

Answered: 206 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 206  
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28.57% 58

28.08% 57

19.21% 39

20.69% 42

2.96% 6

0.49% 1

Q2 How often do you use Manor Park?
Answered: 203 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 203

At least once
a week

At least twice
a month

At least once
a month

Every few
months

rarely

never
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23.41% 48

76.59% 157

Q3 I / my children do not have a garden, so the park and the playground
are essential outdoor spaces for us.

Answered: 205 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 205

Yes

n/a
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes
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2.44% 5

33.17% 68

46.83% 96

17.56% 36

Q4 What is your opinion of the current playground facilities?
Answered: 205 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 205

# PLEASE ADD ANY COMMENTS YOU HAVE ABOUT THE CURRENT PLAYGROUND HERE: DATE

1 Not great for really young ones and variety of equipment is a bit limited. Also, it's often in poor
condition

3/30/2018 7:25 AM

2 Thanks 3/29/2018 4:58 PM

3 Can be busy at times so more options would be great 3/28/2018 9:09 PM

4 some refreshing would be useful sandpits or Ziplines would also be very welcome 3/28/2018 9:45 AM

5 The witches hat is dangouros the climbing frame is a waste need something new there ie like a
pool a zip wire

3/28/2018 7:50 AM

6 Looking tired and old 3/27/2018 7:34 PM

7 There’s a good mix of playground equipment but some is rather dated and in dire need of
refurbishment.

3/27/2018 7:09 PM

8 We drive to Cheam Park rather than walk here. A sand pit, paddling pool, a large slide, would be
fantastic improvements.

3/27/2018 6:08 PM

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Excellent
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Poor
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9 The younger playground doesn't have anything that early climbers aged 9mths to 18mths can
access themselves without help. Nothing to crawl over or climb up or get onto themselves without
assistance. It can be quite boring for them. I am a childminder with an assistant and we have 6
children under the age of 2 and often find we go to other playgrounds to access things they can
get onto themselves to aid their physical development and confidence. i.e. Motspur Park where
Cheeky Monkeys is. We also have 3 older children 5-7 years who enjoy the older aged apparatus
in the adjoining playground in Malden Manor. We cannot allow our under 2 year olds in here as
there is too much for them to fall through or off. Other childminders say the same thing about the
younger side of the playground in Malden Manor.

3/27/2018 4:22 PM

10 Not only are the facilities extremely poor (in comparison to other playgrounds in our borough and
in neighbouring boroughs), but they are also quite dangerous for younger kids (broken floor,
temporary metal fences lying around, rusty metal on the climbing frames & swings etc), plus it's
just simply not looked after by the council and in clear need of urgent repair or even better, a
complete upgrade.

3/27/2018 3:35 PM

11 Toilet facilities could be improved, otherwise a lovely park. 3/20/2018 12:58 PM

12 Not much variety, and swings etc are in poor repair. 3/17/2018 3:54 PM

13 Equipment needs updating and the playground a general facelift. It is tired and out dated. 3/16/2018 7:37 AM

14 Needs new equipment and different items very dated. 3/15/2018 7:14 PM

15 My daughter is too old for the smaller toddlers apparatus whilst the larger apparatus is old and
looks quite dangerous for a 7 yrs old to use safely.

3/15/2018 1:40 PM

16 Not enough for older children, equipment not well maintained 3/15/2018 10:53 AM

17 Good for the older age group but the equipment in the young area is difficuilt young child to get on!!
Steps too high and far apart for little ones!! The old wooden equipment was accessible to children
from very young.

3/15/2018 10:17 AM

18 Good for the older age group but the equipment in the young area is difficuilt young child to get on!!
Steps too high and far apart for little ones!! The old wooden equipment was accessible to children
from very young.

3/15/2018 10:17 AM

19 Some of the equipment looks rusty 3/15/2018 8:32 AM

20 its a shame that the spinning swing keeps getting broken. in the summer the older boys tend to
hog it and this means that no-one else can use it (after school). we like the variety that it offers to
the children, and the fact that dogs are not allowed in it. the bins need emptying quite regularly
otherwise rubbish gets strewn across the grassy areas.

3/14/2018 8:31 PM

21 It would be great if there were more swings for older children 3/14/2018 7:35 PM

22 Outdated equipment; not much variety for different age groups; 3/14/2018 4:33 PM

23 I would like to see the equipment, at the very least, painted. 3/14/2018 3:25 PM

24 Repairs take a long time to do 3/14/2018 3:00 PM

25 The last time we visited, there were a couple of items of equipment which were damaged 3/14/2018 12:10 PM

26 . 3/14/2018 11:48 AM

27 playground facilities are satisfactory but they could do with some updating 3/14/2018 11:17 AM

28 Swing is broken 3/14/2018 11:16 AM

29 Thanks 3/14/2018 11:11 AM

30 There is only one new item of play equipment in the area (the toddler slide) everything else is tired,
some is borderline dangerous and out of date. The child swings are too low, the roundabout is stiff
to use. The whole main area needs an overhaul and it would be good to see equipment or
alternative play provision (eg wooden balancing poles) placed in other areas of the park.

3/14/2018 10:58 AM

31 Need more interesting apparatus and it needs brightening up.more picnic tables, maybe a sandpit.
It would be amazing to get a water park there...... we travel over to Wimbledon Park when the
weather is hot and the water play area is so much fun for them.

3/14/2018 10:57 AM

32 Not a wide choice available. 3/13/2018 11:15 PM

33 Would like to see outdoor trampoline there and water park for summer 3/13/2018 11:12 PM
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34 The playground equipment could do with a lick of paint and some of it needs repairing. 3/13/2018 9:24 PM

35 Not enough for older children 3/13/2018 9:22 PM

36 I would just like to add if they could maintain them to a better quality more maintenance and
upkeep

3/13/2018 8:59 PM

37 Children’s swings could be better -they are wobbly and the chains are uneven. There could be
more of them as they are always busy

3/13/2018 8:52 PM

38 Needs some love re paint updating 3/13/2018 8:51 PM

39 I feel the Apparatus is not suitable for toddlers it is too high and when he runs from one end to
another my heart sinks incase he falls off the end so I tend not to go to that park as he does want
to use it but he is to small. Which is a shame as I’m so close I would love to take him there more
often.

3/13/2018 5:06 PM

40 There are a few things that are different to the norm (2 people bouncer, big round swing). Like
having baby area separate from bigger kids.

3/13/2018 2:57 PM

41 they definitively need updating 3/13/2018 1:39 PM

42 Would be lovely to have new swings ,at the moment it very heavy. 3/13/2018 1:09 PM

43 I think the facilities are good. My daughter loves to play in this park. The oknly thing that’s lacking
are swings. If it’s busybmy daughter never gets a chance on the swings.

3/13/2018 12:29 PM

44 It's a lovely park and a good playground. There are lots of dogs so playing on the large lawn area
is not nice. It would be nice to have a large dog free area. The current dog free part is very small.
If there was a large dog free area we would visit more often. An dog free nature area would be
excellent too.

3/13/2018 12:23 PM

45 8 year old gets a little bored, would definitely like to see more challenging equipment such as a
mini assault course.

3/13/2018 12:14 PM

46 The smaller kids area is very nice, but it can get very busy specially in spring/summer. the little
climbing frame/slide is quite small. Bigger kids area is too dangerous in my opinion, it is old and
rusty, not safe for kida below 7/8, on the other hand the small area is too small for a 4/5/6 year old.
Gaps in the metal tubes tunnels are massive a child can very easily slip through them and fall from
quite a height. Shows its age and it is a pity because it is quite a big playing area. If it was nicer
and safer a lot more kids could play and the smaller area wouldn't get so busy.

3/13/2018 11:02 AM

47 Could do with some more swings, and a see-saw that younger ones can operate 3/13/2018 10:13 AM

48 A bit dated 3/13/2018 9:57 AM

49 One section of the playground I dangerous, with a lot of sections with sheer drops! Ok for older
children but not under 8’s which is the age group I see using the playground. It look very tatty and
old with chipped paint throughout.

3/13/2018 8:53 AM

50 Need more benches 3/13/2018 8:07 AM

51 Old and dangerous in paces! 3/13/2018 8:04 AM

52 The equipment needs more maintenance. It’s peeling and unappealing to look at. More benches
would also be good

3/13/2018 8:02 AM

53 They haven’t been updated ina long time, the last time we went the swings were broken and some
random metal fencing was up protecting a triangle of grass in the play area - a little bizarre

3/13/2018 12:24 AM

54 Often poorly maintained so some things unsafe 3/13/2018 12:10 AM

55 My daughter loves the big swing and the climbing equipment 3/12/2018 11:38 PM

56 One of the questions i answered ‘no’ meaning i dont use manor park as its in such a bad shape.
Although its closets to our home, I feel that the playground is unsafe and not cared for.

3/12/2018 11:29 PM

57 Old and outdated equipment 3/12/2018 11:28 PM

58 For 5 years and above there are not much to play in the park. 3/12/2018 11:13 PM

59 Needs upgrade, new or other facilities installed 3/12/2018 11:09 PM

60 A few months ago a swing was broken for some time which put us off going back. 3/12/2018 11:01 PM
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61 The step on the slide in smaller kids area is too high for them to climb themselves. 3/12/2018 10:58 PM

62 The climbing frame is old and shabby looking. there is nothing for older children and even the little
toddlers can't get on the pirate ship frame by themselves. The flooring has been patched together
and is damaged in places - there is no consistency to the equipment or the base. It looks like no
one cares about it. Even my kids comment on the flaking paint. The play area is divided for some
inexplicable reason (all the kids, whatever age go between both areas and the gate just serves as
something to trap their fingers or bash them on the head - both things witnessed on more than one
occasion) I wish I could say something positive but I can't think of anything!

3/12/2018 10:51 PM

63 The equiptment is reasonable but worn in many places. Also so much dog muck in the grass on
the way to access the enclosed area there is rarely a visit where my children do not end up with it
on their shoes or trousers. A concrete path that could be used to cycle to access the park or to do
a full loop of the park would be nice- this would mean you could walk all round the park even when
it us very muddy.

3/12/2018 10:50 PM

64 The climbing equipment has a good level of challenge for my 4 year old and 6 year old but they
are quite old and tired looking. It's fantastic that there is a toilet but it is quite dirty and old looking.

3/12/2018 10:27 PM

65 Very little for children above 8 3/12/2018 9:59 PM

66 The facilities used to be excellent but are now old and in need of refreshing. 3/12/2018 9:48 PM

67 Everything in the playground is very old, most of this stuff I played on 25 years ago when I was
little, nothing has changed. I would love to see something new in the park

3/12/2018 9:44 PM

68 It is OK, but it could be better , especially with the monthly cost of council tax I think that some of
the money should go to improve all playgrounds in the borough not only this particular one. Most
of the. Are outdated and rusty

3/12/2018 9:28 PM

69 Lots of apparatus but all a bit scruffy 3/12/2018 9:06 PM

70 would love to have a summer splash pad like motspur park 3/12/2018 8:43 PM

71 It’s run down and not great for older kids. Would love to see a splash pad type feature firbthe
summer. A cafe would be amazing too, like Cheam Park.

3/12/2018 8:33 PM

72 Modernise playground facilities, some equipment for older children too. 3/12/2018 8:29 PM

73 Love it because It's quite big and has trees for shade and cover. Swings need gates so little ones
can't run in. Trampolines would be good. More climbing facilities for older children

3/12/2018 8:03 PM

74 Would love to see a scooter park there 3/12/2018 8:00 PM

75 Fun, but tired - look old with peeling paint etc 3/12/2018 7:54 PM

76 Rubber safety flooring broken. Lots of trip hazards and concrete. Too dangerous for toddlers.
Enormous Stinging nettles by gates and fences. The smaller slides have area where small children
can fall off. Totally unsuitable

3/12/2018 7:53 PM

77 Swings should be partioned off to stop little ones running in front off them . 3/12/2018 7:52 PM

78 We love the paddling pool in summer. I think the mix for younger children is good. They like the
balance beam and the smaller slide and playing football next to the basketball courts.

3/12/2018 7:52 PM

79 Mainly for young children 3/12/2018 7:50 PM

80 Its a great space, nive equipment just needs bit of tlc 3/12/2018 7:50 PM

81 Its a bit bumpy in places for the young ones but otherwise lovely..could do with more baby swings
possibly more for the younger ones

3/12/2018 7:37 PM

82 Some are quite old. 3/12/2018 7:27 PM

83 It looks very worn...paint flaking off climbing frames etc...on a few occasions the baby swings have
been broken and not repaired for a very long time. Need a more variety.... same climbing frame in
place since I was a child so it must be at least 25 years old.

3/12/2018 7:14 PM

84 The play equipment is fairly limited and tired, and one of the swings was broken for months, but it
covers basic requirements and isn't that busy in the week.

3/12/2018 7:09 PM

85 Could be better for preschool children 3/12/2018 7:06 PM

86 Sometimes the grounds are a bit dirty or broken but there is luckily a bit of a variety. Would be nice
to be able to have a bench and table so that I could take lunch/snacks there with my daughter.

3/12/2018 6:57 PM
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87 Needs updating the current apparatus are dated and often the swings are broken 3/12/2018 6:56 PM

88 They could do with updating and making more exciting, would be nice to have things in the
woodland bit at the back...

3/12/2018 6:35 PM

89 There is very little provision for older children 3/12/2018 6:27 PM

90 Test 3/9/2018 9:48 AM

91 It is getting old and it would be nice if there was more equipment for under 5s to access. 3/7/2018 2:51 PM
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87.86% 181

12.14% 25

Q5 Would you use the park more often if it had better playground facilities
for different age groups?

Answered: 206 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 206

Yes

No
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75.12% 154

4.88% 10

20.00% 41

Q6 Would you like a different area designed with older children in mind
(as well as facilities for children over 8 years old)?

Answered: 205 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 205

Yes

No

Not sure
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87.32% 179

2.93% 6

9.76% 20

Q7 Would you like a natural / wooden area designed with younger
children in mind that would promote imaginative play?

Answered: 205 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 205

Yes

No

Not sure
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51.47% 105

70.59% 144

62.75% 128

51.96% 106

75.00% 153

43.63% 89

42.16% 86

Q8 Please tick all of the things from the list, that you feel would be a good
addition to the playground facilities at Manor Park

Answered: 204 Skipped: 2

Total Respondents: 204  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Maybe a fake bus or similar that the kids can 'drive'/ride on 3/30/2018 7:25 AM

2 Water jets pool play area for summer 3/29/2018 7:37 PM

3 Pool 3/28/2018 7:50 AM

4 Splash zone like wimbledon park 3/27/2018 8:36 PM

5 Something like they have at Cheam Park would be good. 3/27/2018 6:06 PM

6 Things for the under 3's to climb on and over without assistance to aid their physical development,
confidence and problem solving skills. Things to twiddle and turn. Mini climbing frames of wood
with galleys they cant fall out of and slides that are not too steep. Wooden play houses.

3/27/2018 4:22 PM

Sand pit

Zip wire

more complex
climbing / r...

assault course
type frames

mini in-floor
trampolines

outdoor
musical...

more items for
under 3s
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Sand pit
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more complex climbing / rope frames

assault course type frames

mini in-floor trampolines

outdoor musical instruments

more items for under 3s
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7 Water fountain 3/20/2018 12:58 PM

8 Areas for building wigwams etc - stocked with long branches/ poles etc - rather like Wisley 3/17/2018 3:54 PM

9 Big slides 3/16/2018 7:37 AM

10 Climbers that little ones can use 3/15/2018 10:17 AM

11 Climbers that little ones can use 3/15/2018 10:17 AM

12 shaded seating for summer too. 3/14/2018 9:40 PM

13 exercise equipment perhaps? 3/14/2018 8:31 PM

14 More benches 3/14/2018 7:32 PM

15 Climbing apparatus for under two’s. Slide for under two’s. 3/14/2018 12:10 PM

16 Basket ball playground 3/14/2018 11:16 AM

17 Waterpaly 3/14/2018 10:57 AM

18 An area to use as a forest school theme. 3/13/2018 9:24 PM

19 Please keep the merrygoround! 3/13/2018 6:05 PM

20 Definitely more for under 3s 3/13/2018 5:06 PM

21 More swings, play house 3/13/2018 12:29 PM

22 Dog free nature area e.g. with trees, shrubs, pond, mounds, dens, flowers. 3/13/2018 12:23 PM

23 It would be great having a water play area and more benches for parents/kids as well. there is so
much unused space. If around the green area there was a little path kids could skate, scoot or
cycle in a safe loop.

3/13/2018 11:02 AM

24 More swings but get rid of the rocking things on springs - doesn't do much for younger kids as they
don't keep moving and easy to fall off the back, but too small for the older kids.

3/13/2018 10:13 AM

25 Assault course climbing frames with significantly fewer sheer drops! 3/13/2018 8:53 AM

26 Mini Golf course 3/13/2018 8:00 AM

27 Summer splash park 3/12/2018 11:40 PM

28 Benches or places for adults to sit throughout the playground 3/12/2018 11:29 PM

29 Basketball hoops/5 aside football goals as seen at Joseph hood park and cuddington. Junior gym
equipment. More goals for the boys to play football (possible the most inclusive game invented)

3/12/2018 10:51 PM

30 Items for under 3s is limited and children can’t access climbing independently. Table tennis, hard
court area suitable all year round

3/12/2018 9:59 PM

31 Trim trail with bars to hang from and water feature would be well received - please no sand! It just
gets flicked in kids eyes!

3/12/2018 9:44 PM

32 More swings, slides, and tunnels 3/12/2018 9:28 PM

33 splash pad 3/12/2018 8:43 PM

34 See-saw 3/12/2018 8:27 PM

35 Basket ball hoops and scooter park 3/12/2018 8:00 PM

36 Crazy golf 3/12/2018 7:52 PM

37 I am wary of sandpits in case needles from drug users or broken beer bottles etc are left in the
sand. Musical instruments and water pump and pouring activity area would be good.

3/12/2018 7:52 PM

38 Basket ball & Netball 3/12/2018 7:50 PM

39 A better roundabout, see-saw, a splash park :) 3/12/2018 7:14 PM

40 More baby swings as they are by far the most popular thing with toddlers and it's frustrating for
them when they have to wait

3/12/2018 7:09 PM

41 Wooden play house / shop structure and parallel bars for older children 3/7/2018 2:51 PM

42 Test testTest testTest testTest testTTest testest Test test 2/18/2018 6:14 PM
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34.80% 71

48.53% 99

81.86% 167

36.27% 74

62.25% 127

59.31% 121

15.69% 32

Q9 Please tick all of things from the list that you think would be a good
addition to Manor Park:

Answered: 204 Skipped: 2

Total Respondents: 204  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Athletics track markings in summer for kids to race each other 3/29/2018 7:37 PM

2 A free childs book exchange in the entrance to the Hall 3/27/2018 10:44 PM

3 None of above 3/27/2018 8:36 PM

4 A cafe 3/27/2018 4:22 PM

5 A youth club for teenagers to go to. We have nowhere in this area for teenagers / young adults to
meet. As a consequence they hang out in dark corners of the park, McDonalds etc. Lets provide
good facilities for our young adults that allow them to socialise safely.

3/17/2018 3:54 PM

6 Please please please do all of the above ... 3/15/2018 12:23 AM

5 a side
pitches

Fixed Table
Tennis tables

Picnic /
seating area

Gazebo

Seating in
different ar...

easier
pathways to ...

Other (please
specify)
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7 Cafe 3/14/2018 9:51 PM

8 free Badminton/Tennis area for public use 3/14/2018 9:40 PM

9 In the summer I run around the park but can't do this at the moment because it it too muddy. I
would like a tarmac path all the way around the perimeter of the open space

3/14/2018 6:07 PM

10 Important to keep the water feature and maybe allow older children to use it too. 3/14/2018 12:17 PM

11 Decent goals for the little league 3/14/2018 11:48 AM

12 Cafe 3/14/2018 10:57 AM

13 Water park 3/13/2018 11:12 PM

14 More dog poo bins around and signs as too many times me and my kids have trouble in dog poop
while playing on the green

3/13/2018 8:59 PM

15 Netball hoops, basket ball hoops, water fountains for children to play in 3/13/2018 12:29 PM

16 Dog free nature area for children as mentioned with trees and flowers. Children would explore and
love this as we live in a concrete jungle. To get this we usually go to Nonsuch park but if Manor
park had an area like this we would definitely go there more.

3/13/2018 12:23 PM

17 Toilets, having to leave because a toddler needs a toilet is a real pity. 3/13/2018 11:02 AM

18 Pathways in from Worcester Park direction are in dire need of resurfacing. Very muddy to use
when wet, meaning a stroll around the park in normal shoes isn't possible and means reduced
access for people with disabilities.

3/13/2018 10:13 AM

19 Splash pad / paddling pool 3/13/2018 8:04 AM

20 A cafe! 3/13/2018 12:10 AM

21 More parking 3/12/2018 11:40 PM

22 Tracks for scooters and small plastic motorbikes. 3/12/2018 11:29 PM

23 Pathways pathways pathways! This would be so great as it is currently a dog poo gauntlet. 3/12/2018 11:01 PM

24 Cafe 3/12/2018 10:51 PM

25 Shade around the playground. Access to clean toilets 3/12/2018 9:59 PM

26 Crazy golf. More exercise equipment set around the edge of the park 3/12/2018 7:52 PM

27 scooter path 3/12/2018 7:52 PM

28 A splash park for summer 3/12/2018 7:14 PM

29 E 3/12/2018 7:05 PM

30 Learn to ride your bike/scooter road with mini signs etc 3/12/2018 6:35 PM

31 Marked / signposted nature trail 3/7/2018 2:51 PM

32 TestTest test 2/18/2018 6:14 PM
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Q10 Please use the box below to make any other comments about how
you feel the park could be improved. If you would like to become involved
in the project to improve our park, please also leave your name and email

address (we need help with fundraising, general project support,
volunteer work in the park  and general involvement with friends of Manor

Park.)
Answered: 55 Skipped: 151

# RESPONSES DATE

1 All good 3/29/2018 4:58 PM

2 Just want to notice..last summer i was very regular in park with my twins age 4 as i have no
gargen living in a flat.one of my twin got allergy from the grass in the park she just fall over while
she was playing..her face neck and both arms become allergic..plz notice it after that visit i never
been there...i go to new malden Beverly park that is far from here i need to take bus

3/29/2018 9:40 AM

3 Just want to notice..last summer i was very regular in park with my twins age 4 as i have no
gargen living in a flat.one of my twin got allergy from the grass in the park she just fall over while
she was playing..her face neck and both arms become allergic..plz notice it after that visit i never
been there...i go to new malden Beverly park that is far from here i need to take bus

3/29/2018 9:40 AM

4 The park needs toilets and a cafe that can be accessed easily. This would bring more of the
community to the park.

3/28/2018 9:14 AM

5 Its a lovely park with great proximty to sutton 3/27/2018 7:34 PM

6 Please see other comment boxes. 3/27/2018 4:22 PM

7 It would be good if the pool area and golf could be open for longer in the year (eg after Easter until
October half term)

3/27/2018 2:21 PM

8 A fresh coat of paint and a general tidy up would help the playground immensely. Its very tired
looking at the moment

3/21/2018 11:16 PM

9 More stuff for little ones so far there is only really the swing and the slide. My 2 year old loves the
park but gets bored quite easily and also tries to go on the older things (out of boredom) which is
dangerous for her as she’s too small

3/20/2018 11:35 AM

10 The Shiraz Murza is not a facility for all in the community. Instead it drives a divide between those
that have the use of it and those that don't. The hall should be a hall for ALL the community, not a
subsection of it. We should propose that it is turned into a youth club.

3/17/2018 3:54 PM

11 Would like it if entrance where it has got silver fencing was improved and pathway there was made
better.

3/16/2018 6:02 PM

12 better toilet facilities more pathways fenced off part at the front of the park is unsightly 3/15/2018 8:10 PM

13 We would use the park much more if there were better facilities 3/15/2018 1:40 PM

14 Ahsan Choudry Shanaki21@hotmail.com Would love to help volunteer in whatever capacity
needed. Thanks

3/15/2018 12:23 AM

15 "I really like Manor Park because its fun as it gives us lots of space to run around and exercise"
[Tazanna, Age 7] The spinning swing takes up a lot of space and although it's fun for the older
children, it's a nightmare for parents and younger kids who inadvertently walk into the swing's
tarmac area, causing injuries and near-misses! If older kids have an area of their own, it needs to
be separately fenced away from toddler/younger children's equipment. We love Manor Park
especially when it's not raining!!

3/14/2018 8:31 PM

16 Sanoja_decosta@yahoo.com 3/14/2018 7:32 PM
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17 We have always loved our park and known how lucky we are to have it. We'd appreciate anything
to keep it vibrant and a lovely to place to go.

3/14/2018 12:17 PM

18 Swings in current park are faulty/lopsided and first step to the slide in toddler section is too high for
small children to use. It would be better if the park had more equipment like cheap park with 1 or 2
zip wires too.

3/14/2018 12:12 PM

19 There’s a fenced off area at the entrance which is very unsightly and could be quite dangerous.
Something needs to be done about it as it’s been there a long time now.

3/14/2018 12:10 PM

20 Entrance to park where it is fenced off needs something done with it. 3/14/2018 11:17 AM

21 All good 3/14/2018 11:11 AM

22 It’s important to have a dog free area or at least an agreed code of conduct for using the park
facilities, for example picking up litter on match days. New signage with some background history
of the park and what to do there, wildlife you might see etc. would be good (auriol park and
Cheam for examples) by what to do I mean having something similar to the National Trust “things
to do before you are 11” making a den , looking for frogspawn, catch a leaf, hunt for mini beasts,
birdwatching, eat a blackberry etc. I don’t think a sandpit would be good for Manor Park because
of the foxes and cats in the area (and also flooding.)

3/14/2018 10:58 AM

23 It is an amazing space with huge amounts of potential. When I first moved here I didn’t even
realise it was a park because the long stretch that runs by the road is concealed by brambles..... I
think if that was cleared it would be more inviting and safe in the quieter hours when I walk my
dog. A skate ramp for older kids might be a good idea....... it could accommodate so much and
could be a destination park. We travel a lot to Wimbledon Park as you can spend a whole day
there, the facilities are incredible. I know money is an issue but I think the community would have
something they could be so proud of.

3/14/2018 10:57 AM

24 A small cafe selling tea or ice cream would be fantastic 3/13/2018 11:15 PM

25 A coffee bar or ice cream stand would be nice. 3/13/2018 9:24 PM

26 Generate very nice park to go to me and my kids loved the children are especially but if there were
more paths to walk around it and make it more attractive by having paths here there it would be
nice

3/13/2018 8:59 PM

27 All good 3/13/2018 8:52 PM

28 Hello, I'm so happy to know there is a 'fomp' group who are looking at improvements. I love the
playground but have always been sad about the state of the entrance to the park itself opposite
sheephouse way, next to the underpass. I access the park from this entrance and its such an
eyesore and doesn't look safe. Are there plans to landscape this overgrown section and remove
the ugly metal railings?

3/13/2018 8:23 PM

29 Just better playground facilities 3/13/2018 5:06 PM

30 It's a good park but there seems to be a lot of the park which is unused. If these unused areas
were turned into dog free nature zones or even more trees and flowers with seating areas, that
would be great. Little kids need dog free areas to run around and explore in. Older children also
love to explore in nature. I understand that a large part may need to be accessible for dogs
however there are a lot of areas in the park that families do not use (apart from the playground)
and it would be nice if consideration was given to this. It would be even better if, in addition to new
nature areas, there was also an independent cafe. I do feel that Manor park has so much potential
and that there is so much more that can be done to it as there is a lot of space there. I honestly
feel that these changes would encourage more families to visit the park.

3/13/2018 12:23 PM

31 More equipment aimed for the 8 and over age group please. 3/13/2018 12:14 PM

32 CCTV to catch the culprits who don’t pick up after their dogs! 3/13/2018 11:29 AM

33 Overall I think the space has great potential, with a few changes it would become a great space
for the community, simple things like a sandpit, toilets with baby changes facility, ideally in summer
months an ice-cream van parked there could make a fortune! Who manages the Shiraz Mizra
Hall? Could it be rented for children parties? That could be a very good way of raising some
money as well. I honestly don't know how it works, and i am sure big companies have their charity
policies but some big company like B&Q could be asked to contribute in exchange of a big banner
of something? Like a sort of sponsor? Utopic? I have two small children meaning very limited
availability but I would like to keep in touch. chiararomeo@yahoo.it thanks and good luck!

3/13/2018 11:02 AM
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34 More anti-dog fouling measures. Some sort of warning or deterrent for people who allow their dogs
to jump on kids. My son is terrified of dogs after being knocked over a few times when he was
younger. Little dogs are not little to little people!!

3/13/2018 10:13 AM

35 Groups of people use the park at night to drink and smoke, not sure what can be done about this
but a point I’d like to make as rubbish is often left which makes the option of this park unappealing

3/13/2018 9:57 AM

36 I will love to see the changes. 3/13/2018 9:49 AM

37 Better walkways into the park from main road by the bridge! 3/12/2018 11:40 PM

38 Would love to be involved and to volunteer. Sorelda van Rensburg, 07982404944 3/12/2018 11:29 PM

39 New equipment would be a vast improvement on what we have, different types of climbing frames,
more swings (these are always in demand!) more role play items (such as a shop counter etc).

3/12/2018 11:28 PM

40 Mini golf, cafe, climbing, jumping facilities, trampoline 3/12/2018 11:09 PM

41 Little ramps for scooting. I'm not suggesting a skate park but very small ramps suitable for younger
children. Older children seem to want do group activities I feel very strongly that a hard area for
football/basketball/hockey/roller skating etc is so important. Lots of children can use it at the same
time. A path that goes all the way around the park would be great for cycling. Thanks for
organising this survey, it's a great idea.

3/12/2018 10:51 PM

42 Please see above re paths - cheam park is incredibly popular and a similar set up would be
wonderful- the cafe at cheam is very popular too and this combination works really well for parents
and children

3/12/2018 10:50 PM

43 The park is dated and floor is very scruffy/damaged. Swing gate in the middle has caused many
accidents as children run through. Any improvements would be amazing especially for KS2
children. We often have to go to sir Joseph hood or cuddington for basket ball and football courts.
Smaller gym equipment would be safer and may reduce some accidents that have occurred with
trapped fingers/ children slipping off cutting heads etc. Small climbing frame is dangerous and very
slippery when damp. Welcoming wooden arch signs such as welcome to pirate cove, challenging
wooden trails/fitness trails etc would be lovely. Dog free triangle could be better used for football or
picnics. Triangle is an Essential clean dog free area.

3/12/2018 9:59 PM

44 It would be fantastic to see improvements, Sir Joseph hood in motspur Park is the best park
nearby let’s take some inspiration. Basketball court would also be fantastic

3/12/2018 9:44 PM

45 Kasialondyn25@o2.pl Kat Wisniewska 3/12/2018 9:28 PM

46 Café or small booth to get drinks. Or a water fountain 3/12/2018 7:53 PM

47 Stop or control the people who use the shiraz centre taking over the playground pushing every day
people out. The adults should be with the children not let them come out on there on. If they are
holding a function in there they should stay in and stop letting there children run riot and take over
the playground

3/12/2018 7:52 PM

48 Its a great space, maybe more bins. Xx 3/12/2018 7:50 PM

49 S 3/12/2018 7:05 PM

50 More seating for eating would be great and good toilets. 3/12/2018 6:35 PM

51 The toilet facilities need to open more. They are more than often not open when we are there. We
have in many occasions had to leave or use a travel potty when at the park

3/12/2018 6:30 PM

52 A lovely cafe with outside seating would give a lovely welcoming feel. Cheam Park is the
wonderful it would be lovely to be more like that for Manor Park.

3/12/2018 6:29 PM

53 test 3/9/2018 9:48 AM

54 Better upkeep of play equipment would be essential if it was replaced. I also feel more areas of the
park could be utilised for different activities, such as sport, nature trails, forest school type activities

3/7/2018 2:51 PM

55 Bjjhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhbhhshhddhdbdbdbdbdbdbdbdndndndndn
dndndndndndndbdndndndbdbbdbddbdbdbdb

2/18/2018 6:14 PM
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